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Two broad classes of thermal plasma reactorsare currently

in widespread use: the direct current (dc) arc jet system and

the radio frequency (rf) inductively coupled system. In the dc

arc jet, current is supplied to the plasma through a consumable

electrode, resulting in high electrical efficiency. The basic

rf inductively coupled plasma torch consists of a quartz tube

surrounded by an rf coil. The rf coil serves to couple energy

into the plasma. The rf plasma has the advantage in that a

larger plasma diameter may be created. At 25 kW, a 3.81-cm-diam-

eter:plasma is produced with an rf system, whereas with a

comparable dc arc system, a 0.64-cm-diameter plasma would be

produced [i] . Los Alamos has improved upon the basic rf plasma

tube design using the concept of a transformer. _ The unique

feature of the Los Alamos tube is a segmented, cooled, internal

radiation shield. Several heavy-walled, water-cooled copper

fingers are inserted inside the quartz mantle. These fingers

couple power from the surrounding rf coil to the contained

plasma, while their chevron cross section is such that they

overlap each other and prevent ultraviolet radiation from

impinging upon the surrounding quartz [2]. This allows the Los

Alamos torch to be operated at temperatures as high as 15,000 K,

whereas conventional torches tend to melt down at 12,000 K [3].

The shield also eliminates the arcing between the quartz mantle

and the rf coil that typically occurs due to the ionization of

the surrounding air from ultraviolet radiation [2]. The Los

Alamos shielded plasma torch routinely achieves temperatures

exceeding i0,000 K and electron densities of lol6/cm 3 when

operated centinuously at one atm. of argon. These highly

energetic conditions are sufficient to dissociate most chemical

compounds into their constituent atomB. Based upon these

characteristics, Los Alamos is currently investigating the

application of the shielded plasma torch technology to the

destruction of organic and mixed hazardous wastes, as well as

the direct production of actinide metals from the halides and

oxides, without the cogeneration of contaminated wastes.

Several waste streams within the DOE complex have been

identified for application of the shielded plasma torch. The

manufacturing of plutonium triggers at the Rocky Flats Plant

results in the production of solvent/oil wastes, which contain

plutonium chips and particles, at the annual rate of 4,700
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gallons. This mixed radioactive hazardous waste does not meet

Resource Conservation & Recovery Act (RCRA) Waste Form

requirements for disposal as a low level waste because it is a

liquid with high ignitability characteristics. Rocky Flats has

a current inventory of 29,000 gallons of these contaminated

solvent/oil mixtures. A second waste problem that has received

attention concerns enrichment of uranium using gaseous diffusion

techniques. This operation results in the production of 20,000

tons/year of depleted uranium hexafluoride tailings, and a

stockpile of 300,000 tons of this material currently exist at

the K-25 Plant. Uranium metal, either depleted or enriched, is

currently being produced from the UF 6 feedstock at the Y-12
plant using a two-step process that requires the hydrogen

reduction of UF 6 to UF 4, followed by pyrochemical bomb
reduction. With these techniques, the production of i000 kg of

uranium metal results in the generation of 877 kg of

uranium-con£aminated waste salts, as shown in Figure I. These

salts must undergo a costly posttreatment to allow disposal as a

low-level waste. Experiments performed at Los Alamos indicate

that each of these waste problems may be eliminated, or

minimized, by the application of the shielded plasma torch.

hThe Los Alamqs shielded plasma torc is typically operated

with an argon process gas because of its low heat capacity at

ionizing temperatures and because of its poor thermal

conductivity [4]. To date, steady state operation with an

enthalpy density of 300 W/cm 3 and a surface power deposition

rate of 200 W/cm 2 over an area of 20 cm 2 has been achieved.

The plasma has also been operated with process gases consisting

of argon/hydrogen, argon/nitrogen, and argon/air mixtures, as

wellas with pure hydrogen, air, and nitrogen. The vibrational

modes of polyatomic molecules tend to quench plasma operation.

To allow the introduction of organic materials to the plasma

fireball, Los Alamos has developed a water-cooled probe. This

probe can be inserted along the plasma shield axis to inject

gases, liquids, or powders directly into the center of the

plasma fireball. Gases such as water vapor, methane, silane,

diborane, and ammonia have been injected into the plasma in this

manner. Spectroscopic examination performed duringthese

experiments indicate that no molecular species exist within the

plasma fireball, which strongly suggests that thissystem

provides a mechanism for the destruction of organic waste. To

verify this hypothesis, an experiment was designed for contin-

uous flow destruction of methylene chloride (CH2C12) at the
rate of 150cm3/hr. The water-cooled probe was utilized to

inject the organic gas, and a stainless steel filter collected

the carbon soot swept away by the gas flow. A mass spectrometer

monitoring the plasma effluents confirmed that no methylene

chloride (within the ppm level of detection) survived in the

effluent stream. This conclusion was subsequently verified by

chemical analysis of the recombination products. Based upon

these results, Los Alamos feels that the shielded plasma torch

is directly applicable to the elimination of the Rocky Flats

solvent/oil wastes. Figure 2 shows a schematic outline of a
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system that could be utilized for waste processing. The gas or

liquid/gas mixture is fed directly throughthe plasma fireball,

where vaporization and molecular dissociation occurs. At the

Rocky Flats installation, this process stream will be the

plutonium-contaminated machining fluids. The gas load

undergoing excitation and ionization within the plasma shield

will consist of a mixture of argon gas, with organic vapors from

the mixed hazardous waste material. Although a proposal has

been made to adapt the plasma shield technology to pcocess the

Rocky Flats organic waste, this same process can be _4eadily

adapted, with only minor changes, to waste reduction at other

DOE sites (i.e., Kansas City Plant, Mound Plant, Pinellas Plant,

etc.). These plants have identified organic wastestreams, such

as chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), chlorohydrocarbons (CHCs),

polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) , trichloroethylene (TCE) , and

trichloroethane (TCA) as environmental concerns. The Los _ Alamos

shielded plasma torch may be utilized to destroy these organic
wastes.

A second series of experiments at Los Alamos considered the

role of the shielded plasma torch in the direct reduction of

uranium oxides and fluorides to metal. Initially, a multistep

batch mode process was attempted. A mixture of uranium dioxide

powder and graphite was mixed inside a graphite crucible. This

crucible was placed inside theplasma tube and heated

inductively, with the plasma shield acting as a current

concentrator. This process evolved carbon monoxide and dioxide

gases, leaving a uranium carbide powder. The plasma was then

fired with a nitrogen/hydrogen mixture to convert the carbide to

a nitride with the evolution of methane gas. Finally, the

nitride was placed in a magnesia (MgO) crucible and subjected to

a i00 millitorr argon plasma to drive off the nitrogen. The

plasma acted ' to heat the nitride (2500°C) and formed a vapor

barrier that allowed the nitrogen to escape while suppressing

the release of the uranium atoms. Batches of 500-g of uranium

sponge metal were produced from the oxide in this manner.

However, these experiments indicated thatthe high temperatures

required to complete the reduction resulted in an interaction

between the free uranium and the magnesia crucible. The uranium

metal reduced the magnesia and, to a limited extent, reformed

uranium dioxide. Free magnesium was also detected in the

uranium sponge. Uranium metal of 60% purity was produced with '

this technique.

An alternative to the batch mode production of uranium metal

has been considered. Hydrogen, injected into the plasma plume

to form monatomic hydrogen, may be utilized to red_ce metal

halides and oxides directly, without the cogeneration of any

wastes. With diatomic hydrogen, the positive Gibb's free energy

of the metal oxide reduction prevents the reactions from

occurring. With monatomic hydrogen, however, the reactions have

a large negative Gibb's free energy, indicating that the

reduction can be driven to completion, even at modest

temperatures (1000°C) . Improved methods for uranium reduction

were studied by Floyd [5]. This report determined
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that, of the available technologies, the hydrogen plasma torch

offered significant advantages. Los Alamos attempted to perform

this reduction by exposing the surface of a metal oxide powder

to a hydrogen plasma. This effort was unsuccessfu! because of

the rapid molecular recombination of the monatomic hydrogen at

the surface. This problem could possibly be avoided by

injecting the uranium dioxide, as a powder, direc£1y into the

plasma plume where nlolecular recombination can be largely

avoided. The sch6matic shown in Figure 3 illustrates this

configuration. If successful, this technique could replace the

hydrogen and pyrochemical bomb reductions that must currently be

performed, eliminate the associated waste streams, and provide a

mechanism for theelimination of current stockpiles of depleted
uranium hexafluoride.

Los Alamos research activities are currently directed at the

application of the shielded hydrogen plasma torch to the direct

production of actinide metals from a UF 6 feedstock. An rf
generator with a 175-kW output is under construction and should

be completed within a few months. Benchscale experiments are

being conducted to determine the important operating parameters

for the reduction reaction. ProceSs control diagnostic

experiments are being performed to develop exact, realtime

control of the plasma system. Our approach to this problem is

to use modern, spectroscopic-based diagnostic techniques. For

process control and verification, we are implementing mass

spectrometry, optical emission spectroscopy, and Fourier

transform infrared spectrometry. These diagnostics provide a

simple and reliable means of monitoring the process gas stream

in a production-scale facility. This work is being performed so

that experiments with UF 6 feedstocks may be completed before
the end of the year. Additional work is being conducted to

allow the plasma operation to be scaled to co,nmercial

operation. The proposed commercial reduction system is
illustrated in Figure 4. In order to effectively scale the

laboratory reactor to production size and optimize the process

parameters, we have undertaken a comprehensive system modeling

effort. Process modeling will use standard chemical engineering

constructs that are commercially available. A mathematical

model of the plasma plume and its associated reactions is being

developed. Diagnostic experiments, in addition to those for

process control and verification, will support this modeling

effort. Plasma-induced emission, laser-induced fluorescence,

and Raman spectroscopic techniques all may be used to determine

relative species concentrations and energy distributions by

standard, well-established techniques. These methods car,
provide sensitive and selective on line and in situ measurements

of system parameters without perturbing the process. Plasma

diagnostics are being performed to generate temperature and

concentration profiles in the plasma for verification of the

system model.
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